Doctor flow-chart for urgent Tocilizumab (TCZ) out of hours for Giant Cell Arteritis (GCA)

Patient is diagnosed
by Consultant
Rheumatologist as
having GCA with
critical ischaemia*
which is refractory
to glucocorticoids.
Decision to treat
with TCZ is made.

Rheumatologist
confirms no contraindications to TCZ
therapy. FBC, LFT,
U&E, CRP must be
sent (ideally results
available). Check no
previous
thrombocytopaenia.
IF no blood results
available- make
clinical decision on
whether to proceed
with TCZ or wait for
blood results.

TCZ 8mg/kg in
100ml 0.9% NaCl is
prescribed on paper
medication chart
and taken in person
to pharmacy by
Rheumatology on
call SpR. A note
must be made on
eMEDS that a paper
prescription has
been written.

Pharmacy will contact
aseptics and provide TCZ.
Rheum SpR to explain to
ward nursing staff
importance of giving TCZ
urgently. If nursing staff
have concerns they can
bleep the Oncology Nurse
Practitioner on #3539 for
practical advice and
support.

Rheum SpR on call
to check with ward
staff that TCZ has
been given.

*GCA causing sight loss needs to be verified by a senior ophthalmologist
Ideally the patient should be on ward J95 (oncology ward) where we have Rheumatology in-patient beds.
If the patient is an outlier on another ward, the ward nursing staff can bleep #3539 to contact the J95 Oncology Nurse Practitioner
(available 24hours) for advice and support if needed.
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Doctor flow-chart for urgent Tocilizumab (TCZ) out of hours for Giant Cell Arteritis (GCA)

On call Rheum SpR
informs Leeds SpR at
SJUH on next (MonFri) working day.
Leeds SpR
completes referral
to Leeds GCA TCZ
MDT within 2
working days. Leeds
SpR checks all TCZ
screening bloods
sent.

GCA MDT
(comprising
minimum 2
Consultant
Rheumatologists)
confirms TCZ
treatment is to
continue.

MDT team
completes Blueteq
form and sends to
CCG for approval to
continue TCZ
therapy.

SJUH= St James University Hospital
CAH= Chapel Allerton Hospital
CNS= Clinical Nurse Specialist
MDT= multi-disciplinary team
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MDT team will ask Leeds
SpR at SJUH to complete
Targeted Therapy form
when CCG approval given.

Rheum SpR
completes Targeted
Therapy form for
subcutaneous TCZ
and gives to CNS
team at CAH. SOP
allows CNS team to
start this in-house
for 2 injections,
pending homecare
delivery of TCZ .

